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Cardiology today

	

This application is mobile version for Cardiology News. The Cardiology News Application for the
iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch puts cardiovascular specialist news at user fingertips.

Access breaking news articles, Trial Scorecards, blog posts and meeting highlights from around the
world. Sort the news by most recent or most popular and share content with colleagues. The users
can save articles for permanent offline access and can also share favorites with friends over
Facebook, twitter and email.

Orthopedics News Application

Orthopedics News Application is mobile version for Orthopedics Today, Orthopedics, Orthopedics
Today Europe and Athletic Training and Sports Health Care News. The Orthopedics News
Application for the iPhoneÂ®, iPadÂ® and iPod TouchÂ® puts orthopedics news at user fingertips.

Access breaking news articles, surgical video, blog posts and meeting highlights from around the
world. Sort the news by most recent or most popular and share content with colleagues. The users
can save articles for permanent offline access and can also share favorites with friends over
Facebook, twitter and email.

Artificial Fitness Intelligence Application

This is first artificial fitness intelligence application that thinks and recommends like expert trainers.
Application can automatically shuffle the exercises from all the categories and provides options for
workout with pictures thereby creating an entirely different workout each time the user steps into
Application.

HemOnc Today

This application enables the Hematology and Oncology News on the mobile. The Hematology and
Oncology News Application for the iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch puts perspective for hematology
and oncology specialists at fingertips.

Access breaking news articles, surgical video, blog posts and podium highlights from around the
world. Sort the news by most recent or most popular and share content with colleagues. The users
can save articles for permanent offline access and can also share favorites with friends over
Facebook, twitter and email.

Infectious Disease News Application

This application enables the Infectious Disease News on the mobile. The Infectious Disease News
Application for the iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch puts news and perspective for the infectious
disease specialist at their fingertips.
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Access breaking news articles, surgical video, blog posts and podium highlights from around the
world. Sort the news by most recent or most popular and share content with colleagues. The users
can save articles for permanent offline access and can also share favorites with friends over
Facebook, twitter and email.

Ophthalmic News Application

This application enables the Ophthalmic News on mobile. The Ophthalmic News Application for the
iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch puts ophthalmic news at userâ€™s fingertips.

Access breaking news articles, surgical video, blog posts and meeting highlights from around the
world. The application allows the user to sort the news by most recent or most popular and share
content with colleagues. The users can save articles for permanent offline access and can also
share favorites with friends over Facebook, twitter and email.

Ocular Surgery News Application

This application is mobile version for Ocular Surgery News. The Ocular Surgery News Application
for the iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch puts ophthalmic news at user fingertips.

Access breaking news articles, surgical video, blog posts and meeting highlights from around the
world. Sort the news by most recent or most popular and share content with colleagues. The users
can save articles for permanent offline access and can also share favorites with friends over
Facebook, twitter and email.
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